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ADAPTIVE COUPLING OF FEM AND BEM:
SIMPLE ERROR ESTIMATORS AND CONVERGENCE
MARKUS AURADA, MICHAEL FEISCHL, MICHAEL KARKULIK, AND DIRK PRAETORIUS
A BSTRACT. A posteriori error estimators and adaptive mesh-refinement have themselves proven
to be important tools for scientific computing. For error control in finite element methods (FEM),
there is a broad variety of a posteriori error estimators available, and convergence as well as optimality of adaptive FEM is well-studied in the literature. This is, however, in sharp contrast to
the boundary element method (BEM) and to the coupling of FEM and BEM. In our contribution,
we present an easy-to-implement error estimator for some FEM-BEM coupling which, to the
best of our knowledge, has not been proposed in the literature before. The derived mesh-refining
algorithm provides the first adaptive coupling procedure which is mathematically proven to converge.

1. S YMMETRIC FEM-BEM C OUPLING
For a bounded Lipschitz domain Ω
problem
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⊂ R2 with Γ = ∂Ω, we consider the nonlinear interface
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in Ωint := Ω,
in Ωext := R2 \Ω,
on Γ,
on Γ,
as |x| → ∞,

where n denotes the outer unit normal vector. The given data satisfy f ∈ L2 (Ω), u0 ∈ H 1/2 (Γ),
and φ0 ∈ H −1/2 (Γ), and the (possibly nonlinear) operator A : L2 (Ω)2 → L2 (Ω)2 is assumed to
be strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous.
Problem (1) is equivalently stated via the well-known symmetric FEM-BEM coupling: Find
(u, φ) ∈ H := H 1 (Ω) × H −1/2 (Γ) such that, for all (v, ψ) ∈ H,

hA∇u , ∇viΩ + hW u + (K ′ − 12 )φ , viΓ = hf , viΩ + hφ0 + W u0 , viΓ ,
(2)
hψ , V φ − (K − 12 )uiΓ = −hψ , (K − 21 )u0 iΓ .
Here, V denotes the simple-layer potential, K denotes the double-layer potential with adjoint
K ′ , and W denotes the hypersingular integral operator. With the fundamental solution G(z) =
1
− 2π
log |z| of the 2D Laplacian, these boundary integral operators formally read, for x ∈ Γ,
Z
(3)
(V ψ)(x) = G(x − y) ψ(y) dΓ(y),
ZΓ
(4)
(Kv)(x) = ∂n(y) G(x − y) v(y) dΓ(y),
Γ
Z
(5)
(W v)(x) = −∂n(x) ∂n(y) G(x − y) v(y) dΓ(y).
Γ

Then, (2) has a unique solution (u, φ) which depends continuously on the given data, see e.g.
[4]. Moreover, (1) and (2) are linked through (u, φ) = (uint , ∂n uext ) and uext = K(u−u0 )−V φ.
Key words and phrases. finite element method (FEM), boundary element method (BEM), FEM-BEM coupling,
a posteriori error control, adaptive mesh-refining algorithm, convergence.
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2. G ALERKIN D ISCRETIZATION
For the Galerkin discretization, let Tℓ be a regular triangulation of Ω into triangles Tj ∈ Tℓ
and Eℓ = Tℓ |Γ be the induced partition of the coupling boundary Γ into piecewise affine line
segments Ej ∈ Eℓ . We then use P1-finite elements uℓ ∈ S 1 (Tℓ ) to approximate u and piecewise
constants φℓ ∈ P 0 (Eℓ ) to approximate φ, i.e. the discrete space is defined by Xℓ := S 1 (Tℓ ) ×
P 0 (Eℓ ) ⊂ H. Now, the Galerkin formulation reads: Find (uℓ , φℓ ) ∈ Xℓ such that, for all
(vℓ , ψℓ ) ∈ Xℓ ,

hA∇uℓ , ∇vℓ iΩ + hW uℓ + (K ′ − 21 )φℓ , vℓ iΓ = hf , vℓ iΩ + hφ0 + W u0 , vℓ iΓ ,
(6)
hψℓ , V φℓ − (K − 12 )uℓ iΓ = −hψℓ , (K − 21 )u0 iΓ .
Again, we refer to [4] for the fact that the discretization (6) has a unique solution (uℓ , φℓ ) ∈ Xℓ .
3. A P OSTERIORI E RROR C ONTROL
For a posteriori error estimation, we employ the general concept of h−h/2 error estimation: We
solve the discrete system (6) twice to obtain Galerkin solutions (uℓ , φℓ ) ∈ Xℓ and (b
uℓ , φbℓ ) ∈ Xbℓ ,
where the enriched space Xbℓ is induced by the uniform refinement Tbℓ of Tℓ and Ebℓ = Tbℓ |Γ . With
(7)
ηℓ = k(b
uℓ , φbℓ ) − (uℓ , φℓ )kH 1 (Ω)×H −1/2 (Γ) ,
we observe that, up to some multiplicative constant, we always obtain a lower bound for the
error
ηℓ . k(u, φ) − (uℓ , φℓ )kH 1 (Ω)×H −1/2 (Γ) .

(8)

Moreover, the converse inequality & holds under a saturation assumption
(9)
k(u, φ) − (b
uℓ , φbℓ )kH 1 (Ω)×H −1/2 (Γ) ≤ q k(u, φ) − (uℓ , φℓ )kH 1 (Ω)×H −1/2 (Γ)

with some uniform constant 0 < q < 1. Note that (9) essentially states that the Galerkin scheme
has reached some asymptotic regime, i.e. k(u, φ) − (uℓ , φℓ )kH 1 (Ω)×H −1/2 (Γ) = O(hα ).
Having defined ηℓ in (7), we stress that, first, the H −1/2 -norm can hardly be computed and,
second, (uℓ , φℓ ) is hardly ever used in practice since (b
uℓ , φbℓ ) is a better approximation. The
remedy for both objectives is given by the (h − h/2)-type error estimator
1/2
(10)
µ2 = k∇(b
u ℓ − Iℓ u
bℓ )k2 2 + kh (φbℓ − Πℓ φbℓ )k2 2 ,
ℓ

L (Ω)

ℓ

L (Γ)

which, up to multiplicative constants, coincides with ηℓ . Here, hℓ |E = diam(E) is the local
mesh-width of Eℓ . Moreover, Iℓ φbℓ ∈ S 1 (Tℓ ) is the nodal interpolant, and Πℓ φbℓ ∈ P 0 (Tℓ ) is the
piecewise integral mean, i.e. having computing the improved Galerkin solution (b
uℓ , φbℓ ) it is an
elementary and easy-to-implement postprocessing step to compute µℓ .
4. C ONVERGENT A DAPTIVE C OUPLING
For triangles T ∈ Tℓ and boundary edges E ∈ Eℓ , we define
(11)

µℓ (T ) = k∇(b
u ℓ − Iℓ u
bℓ )kL2 (T )

and

µℓ (E) = diam(E)1/2 kφbℓ − Πℓ φbℓ kL2 (E) .

Based on these local contributions of µℓ and given some fixed parameter 0 < θ < 1 as well as
an initial mesh T0 , the usual adaptive algorithm reads as follows:
(i) Refine Tℓ and Eℓ = Tℓ |Γ uniformly to obtain Tbℓ and Ebℓ = Tbℓ |Γ .
(ii) Compute Galerkin solution (b
uℓ , φbℓ ) ∈ Xbℓ = S 1 (Tbℓ ) × P 0 (Ebℓ ).
(iii) Find minimal set Mℓ ⊆ Tℓ ∪ Eℓ such that
X
X
(12)
θ
µℓ (τ )2 ≤
µℓ (τ )2 .
τ ∈Tℓ ∪Eℓ

τ ∈Mℓ

(iv) Refine at least marked elements T ∈ Tℓ ∩ Mℓ and edges E ∈ Eℓ ∩ Mℓ to obtain Tℓ+1 .
(v) Increase counter ℓ 7→ ℓ + 1 and iterate.
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In the context of FEM, convergence of such an algorithm has first been proven by [6]. Even
optimality is nowadays understood for linear problems [5]. For BEM, convergence of this
algorithm has recently been shown by [8]. For the adaptive coupling, the following result from
our work [2] is the first convergence result available: One can prove that the adaptive algorithm
guarantees
(13)
lim µℓ = 0, whence lim (b
uℓ , φbℓ ) = (u, φ) = lim (uℓ , φℓ ),
ℓ→∞

ℓ→∞

ℓ→∞

where only the second convergence hings on the saturation assumption (9). Our proof follows
the concept of estimator reduction proposed in [3]: Based on bisection of marked edges and
triangles and based on use of the marking strategy (12), one first shows for all δ > 0 and all
ℓ∈N
(14) µ2 ≤ (1 + δ)(1 − θ/2) µℓ + C (1 + δ −1 ) k(b
uℓ+1, φbℓ+1 ) − (b
uℓ , φbℓ )kH 1 (Ω)×H −1/2 (Γ) .
ℓ+1

Second, one uses the quasioptimality of Galerkin schemes to see that (b
uℓ , φbℓ ) is a Cauchy sequence. With δ > 0 sufficiently small, (14) may be written in Landau small-O-notation
µ2ℓ+1 ≤ κ µ2ℓ + O(1)

(15)

with 0 < κ < 1. From this, elementary calculus concludes the first limit in (13).
5. A PPROXIMATION

OF

G IVEN DATA

The implementation of the Galerkin scheme (2) involves the terms W u0 and Ku0 which, in
general, can hardly be computed analytically. Instead, we assume additional regularity u0 ∈
H 1 (Γ) ⊂ C(Γ) and replace u0 by its nodal interpolant u0ℓ = Iℓ u0 ∈ S 1 (Eℓ ). Note that now
all occurring integral operators act only on discrete functions and thus correspond to matrices
which allow compression schemes like the fast multipole method or hierarchical matrices.
Approximation of u0 provides a perturbed Galerkin solution (e
uℓ , φeℓ ) ∈ Xℓ and a perturbed error estimator µ
eℓ . For the overall error estimation, this only leads to an additional data oscillation
term
1/2

oscℓ = khℓ (u0 − u0ℓ )′ kL2 (Γ)

(16)

in the definition of the error estimator. More precisely, we have
(17)
̺2 = µ
e 2 + osc2 . k(u, φ) − (e
uℓ , φeℓ )k2 1
−1/2
ℓ

ℓ

ℓ

H (Ω)×H

(Γ)

+ osc2ℓ . ̺2ℓ ,

where the upper bound holds under the saturation assumption (9) for the non-perturbed problem.
Using the local contributions of ̺ℓ for marking in the adaptive algorithm, there still holds
b
(18)
lim ̺ℓ = 0, whence lim (b
u
eℓ , φeℓ ) = (u, φ) = lim (e
uℓ , φeℓ ),
ℓ→∞

ℓ→∞

ℓ→∞

where again only the second convergence hings on the saturation assumption (9). An analogous
approach can be used for including the approximation of φ0 by means of local averaging φ0ℓ =
Πℓ φ0 . However, there is no necessity here, since no integral operator is applied to φ0 .
6. C ONCLUSIONS
The h − h/2 error estimation strategy is a very basic and natural strategy to derive a posteriori
error estimators. According to quasioptimality of Galerkin schemes, (h − h/2)-based error
estimators provide always a lower bound for the unknown error. The upper bound hings on a
saturation assumption like (9). Unlike FEM, where the saturation assumption has been verified
by [7] for linear model problems, it remains mathematically open for BEM and the FEM-BEM
coupling. It is, however, observed empirically in numerical experiments.
In our contribution, we propose a modification of the elementary h − h/2 error estimator
which is capable to steer an adaptive algorithm. Moreover, the proposed algorithm guarantees
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estimator convergence (13). Numerical experiments in [2] show that our adaptive algorithm
empirically leads to optimal order of convergence with respect to the degrees of freedom. Moreover, if an error accuracy is prescribed, the introduced strategy is more effective than uniform
mesh-refinement with respect to computational time and storage requirements.
Finally, the analysis and the adaptive algorithm carry over to other versions of the FEM-BEM
coupling as long as Galerkin solutions are known to be quasioptimal [1].
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